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A World That Replete Of Mystery
 
I live in a world that replete of mystery
I could sense the essence of eternity
Feeling so free in this world’s misery
Seeking some help in order to take it easy
                                     
The darkness I feel reaches my sagacity
In such a way that no one knows what to say
I got the power to fight with sincerity
For this world that replete of mystery   
 
As the sun provokes me up
Inert sand shining with a glee
I go freely so that I can see
The beauty of this world’s mystery
 
In spite of jeopardy I’ve met
I always try to set
My tomorrows that wait
Towards my harmonious fate
 
Oh! I understand its causality
For this world gives me vitality
I can enjoy it infinitely
For this world that replete of mystery
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Agony Of The Past
 
As the night turns darker
The moon shines brighter
The ocean waves deeper
The earth glows longer
 
Her agony doesn’t last
Cause she always reminds her past
Thinking about some reason
That seldom exists every season
 
She has a son
But left by a man
Cause somebody robs
The person she loves
 
Every beat of her heart
Puts her in the dark
It seems to lose her consciousness
In seeking the brightness
 
There comes a trice
She comprehends it has no price
In expecting that person
But it teaches her a lesson.
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An Overweening Professor
 
An overweening professor faces me
Her resplendent eyes melt me
I try to elucidate but she chides me
I can’t imagine she can do that to
me!
 
It hurts me coz she breaks my scheme
That I made inside my dream
I ponder a way in order to convince her
But she doesn’t concur that’s why I detest
Her!
 
I hate her more than I hate myself
I just pray for the day of her death
She satiates my life with tears of woe
That’s why I treat her as my number one
Foe!
 
I keep on insisting but it does nothing
I render her my letter but she’s so demanding
I want to authenticate my explanation
But fear overthrows me that wounds my
Emotion!
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As The World Spins Day And Night
 
As the world spins day and night
It alters black and white
The rotation maybe fast and slow
In your path you’ll meet a friend and foe
 
If there’s a beginning, there’s an ending
Endure smiling, cease on crying
If problems clog you, stand don’t sit
Because happy is life and melancholy is death
 
Always wish to dwell in the paradise not in inferno
If god will accept you say yes and never say no!
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Demented
 
When I see you smile
My soul seems to cry
Watching you in the street
Wandering like a cloud
 
It rends my heart
Every time I meet you
Seeking some help
Yet no one hears you
 
It hurts to see you
Bearing some pain that weaken you
Only Deity knows what to do
In order to relieve the pain inside you
 
You are a pest in the eyes of others
That’s why they taunt you
But in the heart of god
You’re an angel that flies over the rainbow
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Dreaming Of Love That's No Ending
 
I’m tired of waiting
To someone else I’m longing
For how many years I’m seeking
That makes me feel dying
 
I’m not exaggerating
That I always keep on thinking
To someone else I’m dreaming
Hoping even though it’s perplexing
 
I want to stop this feeling
But I can’t even cease on contemplating
I don’t know why I’m still smiling
Then afterwards I keep on weeping
 
I always keep on trying
For my heart still fighting
The urge of wanting
A love that’s no ending
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Earth’s Wrath
 
It’s the beginning of tears
Yet the end of laughter
The gold is now glittering
Over the bevy of copper
Color blue oceans are covered with gore
The cloud wanders
The moon hovers
Watching the cadaver that rots on the shore
In the land of bondage,
People work without wage
Gravid women are fiercely ravished
Sick men are ferociously slaughtered
The world becomes a kingdom of a wicked ruler
Colorful surroundings shrivel
Young children wail
Pleading for food and water
The building devoted to consecration
Transmutes into a place of transgression
The Earth’s wrath fulminates and sunders its surface
Then every thing is melted and swaddled with tears.
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Enamored By Thee
 
I was enamored by thee when I first saw you
You abate me up knowing I love you
The detriment I had vanish like a perfume
Cause you ease me as I continue my doom
 
You defied me as I decide to let up
Holding my heart that welts in order to stop
I took the chance to move forward to say the truth
Feigning so confident that time you caught
 
You face at me and touched me gently
I sighed so deeply, assuming so sleepy
You pawed my chin that stirred me shyly
All I did was to gleam, gazing at you beauty
 
I was astonished the moment you passed by
Commending my name that led me to die
You slaked me as if I soar in the sky
Suddenly kissed me, I didn’t know why.
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Flare
 
Through swimming on the flood
He meanders like a mad
Together with the wind
Invisibly remain
 
Toward his pilgrimage
No one sees his image
He conceals in darkness
Captive of his weakness
 
He lives and languishes
Until a star appears
It deeply paws his path
To emerge without fright
 
A lucent day has come
To start a verdant life
Embellishing his heart
With love it makes him ripe
 
Kneeling on the river
There’s flare he tries to sore
Ant now the tears has gone
It fuses by the sun
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In Love With You
 
Living without you
Makes me feel blue
I combat my feelings for you
But it seems I can’t
Cause I don’t want to lose you
I surmise it is absurd
To love someone like you
I don’t know the way you look
But I know the way you talk
I want to omit you
Cause I don’t want to repent
That someday you’ll come
And make me weep
The day I’ve met you
Was the day I’ve lost you
You stirred me from the very start
But it hurts me when we were apart
I tried to desist my emotions
But it made me in love with you
 
Reinz Acasio
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Invincible Feeling
 
The harborage of my love is placed in my heart
It subsists when it palpitates to my afflatus who's smart
I’m building my confidence, I’m hoping for grace!
Pawing you gently leads me to embrace.
 
The demesne of aversion is annihilated thoroughly
It’s replaced to a profuse happiness impeccably
I’m procuring your attention; I’m checking your condition!
Staring at you covertly is made because of my great illusion.
 
The vicissitude I exude is not to impress you
It’s the product of admiring you
I’m looking for your presence; I’m seeking for your absence!
Dreaming of you is worth reminiscence.
 
The beauty you have is iridescently fascinating
It’s your attitude that defines you without feigning
I’m always thinking you; I’m ready to love you
This invincible feeling interminably coerces me to say
“I love you! ”
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Mendacity
 
Come to me my friend
Don’t be afraid
I won’t hurt you
Keep smiling
Look at my eyes
It shines as you smile
Hold my hand
Let’s walk together
I’ll show you my way
This way enables as to see
And to explore with fidelity
Thank you for trusting me
And now is the time for me to know
Your way let it show
But wait, I can barely see anything
I’m blind of your mendacity!
Let’s take our separate ways
Feel my heart, it rends as you lie
I can’t control myself not to cry
You hurt me!
I’m afraid
Goodbye my friend..
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Mirror Of Friendship
 
Everyday I use you as an instrument
To judge me about myself
I don’t redound whatever you show
Because I know you are sincere, precisely it’s true!
 
There’s no covert thing that doesn’t reveal
If I glance at you it always prevails
You make me angry of a thing which is true
For I can’t accept the entity that I know.
 
I bring you all year round
Treating you as my friend
Who shows me the sooth without guilt
And aids my consciousness before I melt.
 
If someday you are gone
I don’t know what to do
Because you vastly play an essential role
In my life and in my soul.
 
Nothing gonna change my treat for you
You render me a reason to speak what is true
In order to build a lifetime friendship
That I always wish before I sleep.
 
You are there when I am happy
Showing me affection when I am lonely
It makes me strong when you heed at me
That’s why I thank you for being nice to me.
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My Mathematics Afflatus
 
I abominate math, heaven only knows what’s wrong
Then suddenly you came and made me strong
Imbuing my senses to make and contend a solution
That stirs me every moment of your discussion.
 
Your cogent style in teaching always catches my attention
Gazing at you saturates me to hark with emotion
The lessons you taught are no longer onerous in my imagination
Cause you seek ways in maintaining my profound concentration.
 
I owe everything to thee in sharing your sagacity
It would be a vestige that I comprehend without perplexity
Studying this subject defies me to explore with curiosity
That renders me vigor to have an infinite vitality.
 
Ye are truly an affable molder who’s replete of knowledge
Your dedication will leave an indelible imprint as my pledge
Assuring thy that I will never lose pall in admiring you
Cause you are my afflatus, I’ll honor you!
 
Reinz Acasio
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Never Cease On Hoping
 
Never cease on hoping
If obstacle strikes thy
Cause it has a purpose
For how long you will stay
 
Living in darkness
Will never set you free
But if you’ll remain in brightness
Precisely you can break free
 
Don’t lose sight to remember
The instrument you’ll use with a prayer
Cause it’s potent to be your weapon
To fight against temptation
 
In the midst of your path
Don’t lose hope to combat
Always ponder a way
That will serve as your key
 
The more pain you’ll take
The more power you’ll get
Just believe in yourself
Cause god will guide you for you to be safe
 
Reinz Acasio
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Nightmare's Weapon
 
As he walks in a null path
Somebody responds with doubt
Nobody hears him when he shouts
But someone stares him that counts.
 
He screams and stumbles because of fear
Calling the name of his loving dear
Covertly ruminating of a thing which is rare
That strides and shadows on his rear.
 
He desists for awhile because of debility
Hearkening to the surrounding which is empty
Anxiously cogitating if he’s in the antiquity
And murmuring if he’ll encounter an adversity.
 
Aboone the welkin he sees a light
Sparkling above that swathes his sight
He immediately shuts his eyes very tight
And starts thinking with a delight
 
His composure is redeemed through praying
It gives him vigor that proves him while meditating
The dread he feels and the pain he takes
It disappears when his tremendous nightmare ends.
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Quench Your Thirst
 
Human is thirsty
Water is the key
Quench it deeply
For you to shun sickly.
 
Live a healthy lifestyle
Check you body for awhile
Don’t neglect your body condition
Render it with a thorough attention.
 
Water is a must!
It will help you to do your task
It’s also good for rejuvenation
When you often do action.
 
The sun shines fast
Sweat is your cash
Love you body as you exist
In locomotion water makes you fresh!
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The Generous Larceny
 
As sunset occurs, a lad exists
He's garlanded by disparate names
A foe of an organized community
Yet, he helps to other family's scarcity.
 
Together with his shadow, he enshrouds in tenebrosity
To make a scheme on intruding somebody's property
He arraigns poverty for he sees no light of prosperity
But is this an apt reason for shattering his dignity?
 
Astern his bravery, he keeps on lauding god
Avowing the veracity of perpetrating such bad
The conscience that percolates in his heart proves him he's amiss
Though he abets others but it crucifies him to sadness.
 
There comes a revocable history that puts his life in shame
His fiendish deeds vanish when the police captures him
The generous larceny realizes to emend his goal
For he now perceives the light as he stays in a sultry gaol.
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The Prevailing Innocent
 
As the sun shines brighter
I start to bloom closer
It touches my soul very eager
Slowly reduces my firm temper
 
I close my eyes and feel the heat
It mitigates me from the molesting hate
As I open my eyes and continue breathing
I lucidly know the purpose of everything
 
I strongly face the fate which is waiting
In order to combat without bleeding
I coerce myself not to be broken
So that I can muse without faltering
 
I believe in you, ancient of days
I know you’d guide me for me to be sage
I don’t want to expect any bad break
For I always prefer to think a good break
 
I’m innocent!
Please cease on calumniating me
Without ant apt evidence against me
I could face you across the table
For I know in the end,
Innocent Prevails Powerful!
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The Tears Of Her Silence
 
The dolls were gripped by her arms
Its dress was pulled and tattered
Staring at it tediously
While lurking behind the door
She used to play silently
 
Her silence awakened me
“Hurry up! We will leave now!
I called her immediately
But silence prevailed in me
I felt the melancholy
 
I rushed to open the door
To check her inside her room
She mourned alone covertly
Insisting to bring the dolls
But I nodded “no” sternly
 
The room was filled with burden
A long misery, I’ve been
I left her there suddenly
To get the luggage I packed
Setting for our destiny
 
The tempest divested me
Yet, hope had been my refuge
We’re leaving intricately
With her, I could garb
Our lives in searching our fate
 
Memories must be inhumed
Including the dolls we’d left
We had crept miserably
Across the deepest ocean
Only I found out, I failed
 
Her teary eyes had thawed me
I cautioned her many times
But still the dolls had emerged
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I’ve no choice except to grasp
The main reason of her tears
 
I wept for her innocence
For the tears of her silence
“I want to bury myself! ”
She struggled the same burden
Her faiths must not be in vain.
 
Reinz Acasio
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The Wall Of Illiteracy
 
Like every citizen, I have the desideratum to education
I am mending my way but not in the right direction
How can I live without remembering my past?
If I have an enormous chagrin in facing the mass
 
This perennial rage has seethed my tears
I have been straying to turbulent streets
Creating obnoxious uproar and sloppy vandalism on the walls
In order to suffuse the locution from my whooping thoughts
 
What is the essence of these rights of the child in our nation?
If I can’t even construe what’s within my perception
This wall serves as the delineation of my expression
Who will unveil my eyes through proper instruction?
 
The inception of affluence hangs on the hands of who persist
I have been attempting to be ameliorated but still I desist
Like a defunct leaf, I am flowing in despair
Together with the rain drops my endeavor vanishes as I veer.
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You Are My Inspiration
 
I wish you like a star
That sparkling in the sky
Relieving my emotions
And alluring me to smile
 
Your intriguing smile
Lightens my pain inside
Coz you make me feel better
That inspires me to dream high
 
Every glimpse I make to thy
Thrills me to strive hard
Cause you urge me
To reach my goal in life
 
You are such a star
That hard to reach above
You are such an inspiration
That deserves to be loved.
 
Reinz Acasio
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